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The backbone of the lift industry

Update for the S V I Line of
Automotive Service Equipment Repair Parts - November 1999

SVI supplies its product line to Lift Repair Professionals
and DOES NOT sell to lift owners, the end-users of lift
repair products.

Unfortunately, there are other companies in this industry
that sell direct to lift owners, cutting out the distributor.
SVI believes this undermines distributors, the very back-
bone of our industry.

Because of our national advertising efforts, we do receive
calls from end-users.  All sales leads are passed on to
interested, active SVI distributors.  We fully support those
distributors that support SVI.  This is evident through the

distributor making use of our complete product line.

Sales leads provided to distributors have resulted in some pretty large parts orders.
One distributor recently landed a job worth over $25,000.  Using SVI’s SV-330TG
12-5/8” rear cylinder assembly kits, they replaced rear sections on a couple Rotary
model AT1012 fore and aft lifts.

For distributor support - SVI is your answer!
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Superior value on arm restraint parts
and kits for Rotary lifts

Arm restraints (or lack of) receive much attention from
OSHA inspectors.  SVI will help you to keep your
customers in compliance.

Arm restraints are pro-
duced with great
attention to detail
and are in stock
to meet your immediate needs.

Individual parts or complete kits,  at SVI the choice is
yours.  If you need just one restraint or any part of a
restraint - order just what you need.

Superior value: Through effective use of economies of
scale, arm restraints and parts are competitively priced.
Call for new value pricing details today!

Arm restraint quick reference chart for Rotary lifts
using threaded rod style restraints

for Models:
SP

Complete Arm
Restraint Kits

(set of 4)

SVI p/n:
X-Ref OEM#:

Individual Arm

Restraint LF
SVI p/n:

X-Ref OEM#:

Individual Arm

Restraint RF
SVI p/n:

X-Ref OEM#:

Individual Arm

Restraint RR
SVI p/n:

X-Ref OEM#:

Individual Arm

Restraint LR
SVI p/n:

X-Ref OEM#:

Fiberglass coating: 5 year limited warranty
Fiberglass coating for in-ground lift components affords
the best protection against corrosion.  A durable 1/8”
thick coat is applied that won’t chip or peel.  Bonded
directly to the component’s outer surface, fiberglass
coating keeps moisture and bacteria out, providing many
years of protection.  The blue colored tanks and casings
in the picture are fiberglass coated.

We will protect your components.  If you are finding it
difficult to get the coverage you need, send us your
uncoated components.  We will quickly have your
component covered with fiberglass and returned for
immediate installation.  Contact your favorite SVI sales
representative for more details on this service.

SVI is your answer!
* applies to class “A” items coded “RP” of
most current Rotary Lift price list

SVI replacement cylinder assemblies and kits are compatible for use on
virtually all FORE and AFT lifts
from Joyce to Weaver.

For example, if you need to replace
the rear section on a Rotary model
AT10210E, an SVI SV-307TG is all
you need.  This is a heavy duty rear
10-5/8” dual cylinder assembly as
pictured but with fiberglass coating.
It’s supplied complete with the rear
frame, covers, saftey leg system and
saddle and adapters.  Contact SVI for everything you need to get your
customer’s lift back to ‘like new condition’ and lifting for years to come.

Fore and Aft lifts, from passenger car to heavy duty, SVI sections and kits
are ready for the job!

“FORE” all heavy duty lifts

Equalizer kits for Globe lifts. . .
. . .stock items at SVI

Complete equalizer kits contain everything you need to do
the job, including the hardware.  Choose from either
manual locking or automatic locking styles.

SVI is dedicated to meeting the lift repair parts needs
of Globe lifts.  Call us today for optimal pricing and
rapid delivery.  SVI is your answer!

Locking equalizer brackets pictured, feature maintenance
free bearing design and are the proven choice of top lift
repair professionals in the industry.
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Ratchet Dog Productions
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Cast aluminum
pulley available
for Hydralift lifts.

SVI now offers as standard, a
cast aluminum pulley for use
on lifts produced by
Hydralift.  These pulleys are
in stock and come com-
plete with the pressed in
bearing as pictured.

A full range of repair parts is available for
these Canadian produced lifts including (also pictured)
cable assemblies.  To receive cast aluminum pulleys order
BH-7285-11 or call for more details on these and all your
parts needs.

BayNets
safety systems

available to SVI distributors.
Increase your sales and safety solution options today!

Consider the costs

      of an accident. . .
If any of your customers
have unprotected open pit
service bays, they will appreciate
hearing from you.  Left unprotected,
open pits pose continual risk to your
customers, their employees and the
bottom line.

What are the costs of an accident in an
unprotected pit?  Potential serious
injury, decreased productivity, legal
fees, worker’s compensation claims
(averaging $24,000) and OSHA fines.

. . .and the tangible

    benefits of safety.
With BayNets Safety Systems, you
provide your customers an easy,
effective tool for open pit safety and
promote safer work habits in the shop.
BayNets are available at an affordable
cost with high payback for your
customers.  Imagine what it would
mean to prevent just one accident.

BayNets promote

safer work habits.
Each BayNet system easily
glides open and closed
from either end of the pit,
so it doesn’t slow service
techs down.  Research
shows that service techs
accept the system readily
and use it each and every
time.  Not just between
shifts, but between each
service.

BayNets are designed to
catch and
cradle a person
falling into the
pit.  Because
the system is
not meant to
be walked on,
it creates
continual
safety aware-

ness around the open pit.  BayNets
meet not just the letter, but also the
spirit of OSHA regulations, all the
time focusing on a safer workplace.

Lightweight system
has heavyweight
capabilities.

BayNets are constructed
using a specially
treated, petroleum
resistant nylon web.
They are easily installed
using aircraft cable and
hardware.  This user-
friendly design has no
rough edges or grids.

Once installed, the
patented BayNet system has a tensile
strength of over 3 tons.  BayNets keep
everyone in the service facility safer.

Who needs a BayNets

Safety System?
Every single one of your customers
with a pit in their service facility.

This includes: Transit Systems,
Quick Lubes, Car Dealerships,
School Bus Garages, Vocational
Schools, Municipalities, Tollway
Authorities, Turnpike Authorities,
Power Companies, etc.

Make BayNets part of

your safety solution

sales efforts.
We provide
detailed installa-
tion instructions
to ensure easy
installation of
BayNets in
approximately
one hour.
BayNets are
adaptable to
different bay
designs.  In fact,
each BayNets is

customized to precisely fit the size
and layout of your customer’s bay.

Call today for further details or a
quote on BayNets Safety Systems for
your customer’s service bays.

In-ground lifts ARE NOT illegal. . .
Distributors have been
commenting lately that
lift users are asking
more about in-ground
lifts.  This question is

coming up more frequently because
end-users are considering converting
their shops back to reliable in-ground
lift systems and they want to know the
facts before making any decision.

SVI has the facts and can furnish a
formal information package at your
request, that you can
hand out to your
customers.

In-ground lifts
simply are not
illegal and this
knowledge can
be found in
public records.  The most important of
which is the Federal Register.  The
Federal Register is where the laws of
our nations regulating bodies such as
the EPA can be found.

You will find explicit information on
pages 37107 and 37108 of Federal
Register, Vol. 53, No. 185 dated

Friday, September 23, 1988 concern-
ing regulatory exclusions on four
classes of tanks.

The final rule contains much informa-
tion.  Therefore, we have picked out
information most pertinent to the lift
industry.

Regulatory Exclusions

b. Equipment and machinery that
contain regulated substances for

operational purposes, such as
HYDRAULIC LIFT TANKS
and electrical equipment are

excluded from today’s
regulations.

Because these tanks contain
regulated substances solely for opera-
tional purposes, the commenters
argued that the loss of regulated
substance would be accompanied by
faulty operation of the equipment or
machinery and thus the equipment is
“self monitoring”.  Second, the threat
to human health and the environment
was judged to be minimal because the
tanks contain small amounts of the
regulated substances.

Regulation of these
types of tanks would
unnecessarily divert
implementing agency resources from
other, more serious health threats.
Therefore, today’s final rule excludes
such tanks.

d. De Minimis Exclusions.  Today’s
final rule has been modified to ex-
clude the following tanks: (1) Those
that have a capacity of less than 110
gallons and (2) those holding a very
low concentration of regulated sub-
stances.

The State of California - Long
known as the leader on environmental
issues, is in-ground lift friendly.

In fact, Governor Pete Wilson signed
SB 1191 on October 5, 1995 to per-
manently exempt, under state law,
HYDRAULIC LIFT TANKS.  This
decision was based on an in depth
study by the (SWRCB) State Water
Resources Control Board.

For more information on the facts or
copies of these reports please contact
your favorite SVI sales representative.

Power unit pointer
Save on - 3Ph turnstile switch for power units

This switch is found on most 3Ph Fenner power units in the field.  One
company asks a $494.00 list price for this switch.  SVI has this very

switch available at a mere fraction of the cost.

Cross reference part number is W-35.  Ask SVI for
BH-7004-25R when ordering.  1Ph turnstile

switches are also stock items.

For power units and parts turn to SVI first.

Making the world a safer place
Safety legs have long been a strength of our product line.

Currently over 50
different types of
safety legs are
available.  One
for most every lift
model out there.

We now also
stock short rise
safety legs for
single post 60”
stroke alignment
lifts.  These short
stroke lifts were typically once produced by Rotary lift.
WABU10’s can still be found all over the country.

All SVI safety legs are produced in our Elburn, IL manu-
facturing facility just down the street from the main ware-
house.  From single posts to heavy duty bus lifts, SVI can
meet all your safety leg requirements.

Replacement plungers
for Rotary lifts.

Why replace the entire lift if just the plunger is worn out?
Keep those reliable in-ground lifts functioning properly and in
service for another 30 years.

It was becoming increasingly difficult to obtain replacement
plungers for Rotary lifts.  Not any more!

SVI can supply most any plunger for the Rotary lifts your
customers have.  Sizes available: 8-1/2”, 10-5/8” and 12-5/8”

Contact your favorite SVI sales representative for complete
details.

Someone you oughta know!
Erik Finkle one of your SVI sales represen-
tatives was late to work on September 23rd.
But, with good reason!
He was first on the scene of a single car
accident.  The driver had been thrown from
the vehicle and lay bleeding.  He covered the
driver with his sweatshirt to keep her warm

and stop the bleeding.  He then removed her daughter from
the car seat and called the police.
Erik waited with mother and daughter until the ambulance
arrived and took them safely away.   Nice going Erik!
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